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Information Search & Processing - Two Paradigms
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Information Search & Processing - LLM and Knowledge Graphs

Source: Pan, Shirui, et al. "Unifying large language models 
and knowledge graphs: A roadmap." 
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Knowledge Graphs

Large Language Models (LLM)



Information Search & Processing 

Faceted Search

Moving data to the models



Information Search & Processing 

(OpenAI) Function Calling

Moving data to the models

 

Function Calling API

How many inhabitants are there in 
Leipzig?

Leipzig has 628.718 inhabitants



Information Search & Processing 

Retrieval-Augmented 
Generation (RAG)

Moving data to the models

Retrieve and rank

Enhanced Prompt

How do I reset my smartphone to its factory 
settings?

Open Settings > Find the Reset Option > Reset



Information Search & Processing 

Moving models to the database

SPAQRL*ing



Information Search & Processing 

Search & Retrieval
● Increase in recall
● Personalized filtering 
● Bridging gaps in data (model) understanding

Machine Learning Operations (MLOps)
● Reproducibility
● Reusability
● Explainability

Workflows
● Autonomous process execution
● Efficiency (reducing prompt chaining)
● On-the-fly data integration & combination
● Complexity hiding

Moving models to the database: Advantages

SPAQRL*ing



Related Work

CALL apoc.ml.openai.completion(
'What color is the sky? Answer in one word: ', 
<API_KEY>,
{endpoint: <ENDPOINT_URL>, apiType: 
<API_TYPE>, model: <MODEL>, path: ''})

https://neo4j.com/labs/apoc/5/ml/openai/ 

CIPHER
SELECT pgml.transform(
  task   => '{
    "task": "fill-mask",
    "model": "bert-base-uncased",
    "trust_remote_code": true
  }'::JSONB,
  inputs => ARRAY[
    'Paris is the [MASK] of France.'
  ]
);

https://postgresml.org/ 

SQL

SELECT ?artist ?label WHERE 
{ SERVICE mpfed:wikidataWord2Vec 

{ wd:Q5598 mph:hasSimilar ?artist . } 
  ?artist wdt:P106 wd:Q1028181 .
  ?artist rdfs:label ?label . 
}

SPARQL

Haase, Peter, et al. "metaphactory: A platform for knowledge graph management." 
Semantic Web 10.6 (2019): 1109-1125.

Open Issues
● (Knowledge Graph) structured inputs
● Advanced workflows
● More functions for Knowledge Graph querying 
● Complex return types

https://neo4j.com/labs/apoc/5/ml/openai/
https://postgresml.org/


Family of AI-enhanced SPARQL Custom Functions

SPAQRL*ing
Use Case: Open Data 

entity_graph()

rank() aggregate()

story() knowledge_graph_story()

recommend()

embedding()

…

keywords() translate() train_embedding() train_tree()

tune_LLM()complete() train_text_classifier()

…

not implemented

implemented

Utilities Apply Train & Tune



Function embedding()

embedding()

DCAT Catalog
DCAT Catalog

Fasttext-embeddings
for query expansion

Traffic Accidents 
(Quarterly Figures)

Traffic Accidents 
(Yearly Figures)

Avian Traffic (Yearly Figures)

Permanent Bike Counter - Peak day last year

Permanent Bike Counter - No. of bikes 
yesterday

Public Transportation (Yearly Figures)

Traffic Accidents (Quarterly Figures)

Traffic Accidents (Yearly Figures)

annoy_index



Function recommend()

recommend()

DCAT Catalog

TFIDF similarities
for recommendation

similarity_index

Traffic Accidents (Quarterly Figures) Traffic Accidents (Yearly Figures)

Annual Statistics LeipzigGießt (Liters Watered) Tree Registry, City of Leipzig)

Avg. No. of Homeless Individuals (Yearly Figures) Stay duration in shelters (Yearly Figures)



Function translate()

DCAT Catalog

Translation 
with multilingual models

translate()



Function keywords()
Pipeline with embeddings 

and keywords

annoy_index

DCAT Catalog

keywords() embedding()
1 2

job seekers

jobseekers

unemployed 
persons

Unemployed (Annual 
figures small-scale)

[Annual figures small-scale, unemployed annual figures, small-scale, 
annual figures, unemployed]



Function complete()

Few-shot prompting to  
generate dataset 

descriptions

DCAT Catalog

complete()

prompt_start: Example 
data with structure 

Input, output
title_1, description_1
title_2, description_2

prompt_end: Generate a 
description for the 
title Arrivals and 
departures of Syrian 
individuals 2023

completed_description

This data represents the number and trends 
of arrivals and departures of Syrian 
individuals in Leipzig in 2023. The 
information is based on residents' 
registration office data and offers 
insights into the mobility [...] of the 
Syrian population group in the city…



Function story() Opening Hours Special Markets First Name Statistics 2023

story()
CKAN Datastore API

DCAT Catalog

role: I am a PR officer. I write news that go viral.
prompt: Write a twitter post for the following data

Dear Leipzig wine lovers, mark your calendars for May 15th to May 26th! The 
#LeipzigWineFestival is coming to the market with great wines and good vibes 
🎉. Opening hours are from 12:00 PM to 11:00 PM. Let's toast together to the 
good times! 🥂 #Leipzig #WineFestival #Market

📊👶 The 2023 first name statistics are here! Emil and Noah are the 
frontrunners for boys' names with 50 and 48 mentions! For girls' names, 
Charlotte and Emilia share the top spot with 40 mentions, closely followed 
by Mila and Ella with 34 each. Which name is your favorite? #BabyNames2023 
🍼🎉

Retrieve opening hours for the next special market Determine the top rankings for first names 

if dct:publisher == “Market Office” if dct:publisher == “Market Office”



Writing mockumentary-style stories with knowledge graphs



Function knowledge_graph_story()

entity_graph()

DBpedia

knowlege_graph_story()

dbr:Battle_of_Leipzig

“Baden’’

“Duchy 
of Warsaw’’

dbo:combatant

“The Battle of Leipzig (French: Bataille de Leipsick; German: 
Völkerschlacht bei Leipzig, [ˈfœlkɐˌʃlaxt baɪ̯ ˈlaɪ̯pt͡ sɪç]); Swedish: Slaget 
vid Leipzig), also known as the Battle of the Nations [...], was fought from 
16 to 19 October 1813 at Leipzig, Saxony.”′^^”en”

dbc:Conflicts_in_1813
dbc:History of 

Leipzig

dct:subject

So we’re talking about the Battle of Leipzig or as the 
French and the Germans call it: ‘a load of words that I 
don’t even attempt to pronounce’. It’s also known as the 
Battle of the Nations, probably because it involved more 
countries than a UN meeting.

Recursive SPARQL Query 
(CONSTRUCT)

1 2
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Application Example - GuestBot 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1mzQSBtIEl_tjE8mnz0can_8bY3-suAnx/preview


Vision - Full-circle Integration

entity_graph
(?resource,?architecturalStyle)

entity_graph()
knowledge_graph_story(
)

?resource rdfs:label ?label ;
 dbo:architecturalStyle 
?architecturalStyle .
 FILTER (str(?label) = 
"St. Thomas Church, 
Leipzig"@en)

Write mockumentary-style
travel information for St. 
Thomas Church Leipzig with a 
special focus on 
architectural style 

This isn't your average church. It's like the 
church version of a rock band tour bus, having 
hosted a bunch of big-name composers including 
[...] Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, and the 
biggest of them all, Johann Sebastian Bach [1]. 
The church is  still standing tall and proud, 
flaunting its late-Gothic hall church style, with 
a dash of Romanesque architecture [2]

Natural Language 
to SPARQL

Intent 
Classification

knowledge_graph_story
(prompt: “Write mockumentary style…”)

[1] dbr:St._Thomas_Church,_Leipzig dbo:abtract “The St. Thomas 
Church….”
[2] dbr:St._Thomas_Church,_Leipzig dbo:architecturalStyle 
( dbr:Gothic_architecture dbr:Romanesque_architecture)

?entity_graph ?story

This isn’t….

Recursive SPARQL Query 
(CONSTRUCT)

Recursive LLM Query



Thank you for your attention
Questions?


